(1980) asked whether contrast also could be measured relative to a simple schedule baseline; that is, similar to positive contrast, responding might be faster during the more favorable component of a multiple schedule than during the same schedule appearing alone (see, e.g., Free man, 1971; Halliday & Boakes, 1974; Hearst & Gorm ley, 1976; Jaffe, 1973; McSweeney, 1980; Pear & Wilke, 1971 ). Similar to negative contrast, responding might be slower during the less favorable component than during the same simple schedule (e.g., McSweeney, 1982) .
If simple schedules are appropriate baselines, then differences between simple and multiple schedule respond ing should appear under the same conditions that produce contrast. The present experiment examines this question for signal-key multiple schedules. Contrary to the present hypothesis, McSweeney (1980) found that the rates of responding during the more favorable components of signal-key multiple schedules were greater than the rates of responding during comparable simple schedules, even though positive contrast is usually not observed during signal-key multiple schedules. However, McSweeney's (1980) experiment used experienced subjects. Most of the studies that failed to find signal-key behavioral contrast used naive subjects (Schwartz, 1975; Spealman, 1976; White & Braunstein, 1979; Williams & Heyneman, 1981 , Experiment 1; Woodruff, 1979) or subjects with limited experimental histories (Keller, 1974; cf. Schwartz, Hamil ton, & Silberberg, 1975) . The two studies that did find contrast during signal-key multiple schedules (Schwartz, Copyright 1986 Psychonomic Society Inc.
In this experiment, we asked whether differences be tween responding during simple and signal-key multiple schedules, like multiple-schedule behavioral contrast, fail to occur when naive subjects are used, but develop as sub jects gain experience.
METHOD

Subjects
Three naive pigeons, mamtamed at 80%-85% of their free-feedmg weights, served as subjects.
Apparatus and Procedure
We used a Grason-Stadler pigeon statIOn, Model E6446C, enclosed in a sound-attenuatmg chamber The houselight was Illummated during the sessIOns After subjects were shaped to peck the response keys, they were placed Remforcers (5-sec access to mixed gram) were scheduled accordmg to a 20-interval Catania and Reynolds (1968, Appendix 2) series. Key lights were extinguished, and responses were not recorded during rein forcement.
Subjects responded on each schedule until responding stabilized An average of 40 sessions was conducted per schedule. 
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RESULTS
DISCUSSION
The present results suggest that differences between simple schedule responding and responding dunng the more favorable component of a multIple schedule are examples of positive behaVIOral contrast. Differ ences between simple and multiple schedule respondmg did not appear troduced. The studies that did not find posItIve contrast using a signal key procedure conducted many fewer sessions (Keller, 1974, mean = 122 sessIOns; Schwartz, 1975 , 215. White & Braunstem, 1979 Woodruff, 1979 , 71, Wilhams & Heyneman, 1981 sessions before the last multiple VI ext schedule ; Spealman, 1976, 132 seSSIOns, although 2 of his 6 subjects had previous expenence). The one researcher who did find positIve contrast and reported the expenmen tal histories of the subjects (McSweeney, 1980 , Experiment 3) used sub
Jects who had responded on multIple and VI schedules for more than 1,000 sessions. Therefore, neither differences between simple and signal key multiple schedule respondmg nor pOSItIve behavioral contrast oc curs when subjects have had little experience, but both do develop later. It IS not known whether differences between simple schedule respond ing and respondmg dunng the less favorable components of multiple schedules are examples of negatIve contrast. Differences between Sim ple schedule responding and responding during the less favorable com ponent of the multiple schedule did not reach significance in either the present study or McSweeney (1980); however, negative contrast, as de fined here, has rarely been studied when subjects respond on slgnal key multIple schedules. The eXisting data show considerable vanabil Ity across subjects (Schwartz, 1975 (Schwartz, , 1978 . Future experiments should mvestIgate this questIOn.
The present results may create problems for Williams and Heyne man's (1981) argument that changes in response topography explain the absence of contrast dunng Signal-key multiple schedules. Williams and Heyneman suggested that response topography changes from a simple peck dunng baseline to a look-plus-peck during contrast. ThiS change In the efficiency of the response masks any increase in response rate that would otherwise occur and be interpreted as positive contrast. Williams and Heyneman's (1981) argument also applies to the present expenment. The look-plus-peck during signal-key multiple schedules should be less efficient than the peck dunng simple schedules. There fore, no pOSItive contrast should be observed.
However, the present results create two problems for Williams and Heyneman's (1981) model. First, they support an alternatIve explana tIon for Wllhams and Heyneman's results. In their Experiment I, Wil hams and Heyneman used a standard Signal-key procedure and observed no contrast In Experiment 2, they used a modified signal-key proce dure that required subjects to look and peck in both the baseline and contrast phases. As predicted by theu model, posltlYe contrast appeared dunng Expenment 2, when differences In response topography across schedules were elimmated. However, Williams and Heyneman also used naive subjects m Expenment I and subjects described as having "ex tensive expenmental histories" In Experiment 2. Therefore, differences In expenence, rather than differences in response topography, might account for the different results of their Experiments I and 2. Second, Williams and Heyneman's (1981) theory does not explain why negative contrast IS not usually observed for signal-key multiple schedules The predicted decrease In the efficiency of the response should produce a decrease in response rate that should make the observatIon of negatIve contrast very likely when signal-key procedures are used. However, Schwartz (1978) , McSweeney (1980, Experiment 3) , and the present expenment failed to find negatIve contrast when either simple or Signal-key multIple schedules were used as basehnes. Schwartz (1975) found results that varied across subjects and that could not be unambig uously called contrast He did not recover baseline after the contrast mampulatIon. Therefore, contrast could not be distinguished from fluc tuations In responding over tIme Williams and Heyneman's (1981) experiment should be repeated with the expenmental hlstones of the subjects held constant. An effect that could be more clearly attributed to response topography might be found.
But, even if It were, the difficulty producmg negative contrast would Indicate that something more than changes in response topography IS responsible for the failure to find behavioral contrast when signal-key multIple schedules are used.
